HARI KRISHNA EXPORTS PVT. LTD
1701, THE CAPITAL, B" WING BANDRA KURLA COMPLEX, BANDRA (EAST), MUMBAI-400051.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SOLOMON & ROY INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SERVICES
Calcot House 3rd Flr., 8/10 M.P. Shetty Marg, Tamarind Street, Fort, Mumbai–400023, India.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
FOOD COLOUR, PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD; COLORANTS; MORDANTS; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS, DECORATORS, PRINTERS AND ARTISTS
O2 INDUSTRIES PVT.LTD,
HOUSE NO. 102, ROOM NO.19, MAHADEV NIWAS, 2ND FLOOR, MADALA PADA, KHAR DANDA, MUMBAI: 400052
Manufacturers/Merchants
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURESH & CO.
11 PRABHA KUNJ PLOTNO 498 24TH ROAD KHAR (WEST) MUMBAI-400052.
Used Since :31/10/2011
MUMBAI
ANTI-CORROSIVE PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, AGGLITINANTS FOR PAINTS, CEMENTS, PUTTY, PAINTS,
VARNISHES AND LACQUERS, COATING AND SEALANT, COLORANTS, DISTEMPERS, ENAMELS FOR PAINTING,
MORDANTS, PIGMENTS, METAL IN POWER FORM, RESIN, THICKENERS, THINNERS AND PIGMENTS ALL FOR PAINTS,
VARNISHES OR LACQUERS, WOOD PRESERVING OILS, ELASTOMERIC COATING (IN THE NATURE OF PAINT) BEING
GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 02 ..
DEEWAL

2247618  11/12/2011

MELA RAM

trading as ; Deewal Gramodyog Sansthan, Village Ogli, Tirlokpur Road Kala Amb ( H P )

Deewal Gramodyog Sansthan, Village Ogli, Tirlokpur Road Kala Amb ( H P )

Marketing and Trading

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607

Used Since :07/07/2010

DELHI

Dyes
2398737   18/09/2012

ASIAN PAINTS LIMITED
ASIAN PAINTS HOUSE, 6/A, SHANTINAGAR INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, VAKOLA PIPELINE LANE, SANTACRUZ (EAST),
MUMBAI-400055
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED IN INDIA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT, 132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :31/07/2011

MUMBAI
PAINTS, LACQUERS, VARNISHES (NOT BEING INSULATING VARNISHES) METAL, WALL AND WOOD FILLERS (PUTTIES)
UNDERCOATS FOR PAINTS IN THE FORM OF PRIMERS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND DETERIORATION OF
WOODS, THINNERS, DISTEMPERS, ACRYLIC WASHABLE DISTEMPER AND DRY COLOURS, COLORING MATTERS (NOT
FOR LAUNDRY OR TOILET PURPOSES) DYESTUFFS, (NOT FOR TOILET PURPOSES), MORDANTS, NATURAL RESINS,
METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS AND DECORATORS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 2.
2398741  18/09/2012
ASIAN PAINTS LIMITED
ASIAN PAINTS HOUSE, 6/A, SHANTINAGAR INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, VAKOLA PIPELINE LANE, SANTACRUZ (EAST),
MUMBAI-400055
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.
A COMPANY REGISTERED IN INDIA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT, 132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since : 31/07/2011
MUMBAI
PAINTS, LACQUERS, VARNISHES (NOT BEING INSULATING VARNISHES) METAL, WALL AND WOOD FILLERS (PUTTIES)
UNDERCOATS FOR PINTS IN THE FORM OF PRIMERS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND DETERIORATION OF
WOODS, THINNERS, DISTEMPERS, ACRYLIC WASHABLE DISTEMPER AND DRY COLOURS, COLORING MATTERS (NOT
FOR LAUNDRY OR TOILET PURPOSES) DYESTUFFS, (NOT FOR TOILET PAR POSES), MORDANTS, NATURAL RESINS,
METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS AND DECORATORS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 2
2400078 21/09/2012
ASIAN PAINTS LIMITED
ASIAN PAINTS HOUSE, 6/A, SHANTINAGAR INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, VAKOLA PIPELINE LANE, SANTACRUZ (EAST),
MUMBAI-400055
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED IN INDIA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1609258, 1670431, 1670432, 1743554, 1994707, 1994709, 1994711, 1994714, 1994717, 1994725, 2318178
MUMBAI
PAINTS, LACQUERS, VARNISHES (NOT BEING INSULATING VARNISHES) METAL, WALL AND WOOD TILLERS (PUTTIES)
UNDERCOATS FOR PAINTS IN THE FORM OF PRIMERS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND DETERIORATION OF
WOODS, THINNERS, DISTEMPERS, ACRYLIC WASHABLE DISTEMPER AND DRY COLOURS, COLORING MATTERS (NOT
FOR LAUNDRY OR TOILET PURPOSES) DYESTUFFS, (NOT FOR TOILET PURPOSES), MORDANTS, NATURAL RESINS,
METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS AND DECORATORS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 2.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1762, 12/09/2016

2405938  04/10/2012

MRS. SHITAL S. GUPTA
trading as ;S.D. PAINTS
S. NO. 37/2/1, KALE PADAL, HADAPSAR, PUNE-411028.
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/01/2008

MUMBAI
PAINTS AND VARNISHES
TURBOCOLOR

2426065  09/11/2012
F.I.L.A FABBRICA ITALIANA LAVIS ED AFFINI S.P.A.
Pero (MI), Via XXV Aprile 5, Italy
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
(A Joint Stock Company)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON 122003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, HARYANA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Materials for drawing, in particular paints, fluorescent paints, tempera, varnishes and lacquers for art.
2816404   25/09/2014
FIBRE ROOT POLIMERS (KERALA) PVT. LTD.,
trading as ;FIBRE ROOT POLIMERS (KERALA) PVT. LTD.,
WEST MORAKKALA, KUMARAPURAM P.O, KOCHI - 683565, ERNAKULAM, KERALA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DIVINE LOGICS
SUDHAMANDIRUM, SREE NAGAR - 5, PARUTHIPPARA, TRIVANDRUM - 695 025.
Used Since :01/04/2009
CHENNAI
MANUFACTURING OF SPECIALITY COATING RESINS; HEAT PROTECTION AND U V RESISTANT INCLUDED
3077471  13/10/2015
VED PRAKASH KHANDELWAL HUF
trading as; JAI BALAJI INDUSTRIES
H-1/564 RIICO INDUSTRIAL AREA, BHIWADI, ALWAR, RAJASTHAN -301019
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
HINDU UNDIVIDED FAMILY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE ANIL KUMAR SHARMA
PLOT N.17D, J-17E, OFFICE NO. F-103 EARTH DESIGN TOWER, RAMESH MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN
Used Since: 01/04/2015
To be associated with:
3056977, 3056978, 3056981, 3056982
AHMEDABAD
WALL PUTTY, PAINT, DISTEMPER, PRIMER, EMULSION, VARNISHES, ACRYLIC EMULSION, ENAMELS, PRIMER,
COLORING MATTERS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND DETERIORATION OF WOOD, DYESTUFF, POWDER
COATINGS, COLORING RESINS, FIRE RETARDING PAINTS AND COMPOUNDED PAINTS, CEMENT PAINTS,
PRESERVATIVES AGAINST HEAT AND CORROSION, POWDER PAINTS AND DRY PAINTS, ACRYLIC PAINTS AND
EMULSION, GUM RESINS, THINNERS. INCLUDED IN CLASS 02.
3077472 13/10/2015
VED PRAKASH Khandewal HUF
trading as JAI BALAJI INDUSTRIES
H-1/564 RIICO INDUSTRIAL AREA, BHIWADI, ALWAR, RAJASTHAN - 301019
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
HINDU UNDIVIDED FAMILY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE ANIL KUMAR SHARMA
PLOT N.J-17D, J-17E, OFFICE NO. F-103 EARTH DESIGN TOWER, RAMESH MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN
Used Since: 01/04/2015
To be associated with:
3056977, 3056981, 3077471
AHMEDABAD
WALL PUTTY, PAINT, DISTEMPER, PRIMER, EMULSION, VARNISHES, ACRYLIC EMULSION, ENAMELS, PRIMER, COLORING MATTERS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND DETERIORATION OF WOOD, DYESTUFF, POWDER COATINGS, COLORING RESINS, FIRE RETARDING PAINTS AND COMPOUNDED PAINTS, CEMENT PAINTS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST HEAT AND CORROSION, POWDER PAINTS AND DRY PAINTS, ACRYLIC PAINTS AND EMULSION, GUM RESINS, THINNERS. INCLUDED IN CLASS 02.
SHRI GANESHA GLOBAL GULAL PRIVATE LIMITED.
SARDAR PATEL, TIMBER MARKET, INDUSTRIAL AREA, BHANPURI, RAIPUR-492001, CHHATTISGARH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS / TRADERS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
COLORANTS, GULAL AND COLOURS, COLORING POWDERS, DRY COLORS, HOLI GULAL, HOLI COLORS, LIQUID COLORS, FOOD COLORANT, SAFFRON - FOOD COLORANT, TURMERIC - FOOD COLORANT, MALT CARAMEL - FOOD COLORANT.
3097196 09/11/2015
K. N. MISHRA
JYOTI MISHRA
trading as : M/S. TRIMURTI (INDIA)
7-A, SARDAR PATEL MARG, CIVIL LINES, ALLAHABAD-211001, U.P.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since: 01/01/1986

DELHI
Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood, colorants; mordents, raw natural resins, metals in foil and powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3105240  26/11/2015
KIRAN KHIMAJIBHAI PATEL
A-38, SANT JALARAM SOCIETY, OPP. PANDOL INDUSTRIES, VED ROAD, SURAT-395004
MANUFACTURING, TRADING AND MARKETING

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD, COLORANTS, MORDANTS, RAW NATURAL RESINS, METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS, DECORATORS, PRINTERS AND ARTISTS INCLUDED IN CLASS-02.
3106769  26/11/2015
JUST SPRAY MARKETING (P) LTD.
G-16, CSC VARDHMAN MARKET, RAM VIHAR, DELHI 110092
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISION OF INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :11/08/2014
To be associated with:
1894269
DELHI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, OILS, COLORS ENAMELS, DISTEMPERS, LACQUERS, DISINFECTANTS, TURPENTINE, STAIN COATING, WATERPROOF, COATINGS, COMPOUND, UNIVERSAL STABLER, DYES, GLUE, WALL PUTTY, PIGMENTS, PIGMENT EMULSION, DISPERSIONS, THINNER, CHEMICALS, FOR MAKING COLORS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD, COLOURANTS, MORDANTS, RAW NATURAL IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS, DECORATORS, PRINTERS AS ARTISTS AS PER CLASS-02.
3106904  26/11/2015
QUALITY COUNCIL OF INDIA (QCI)
2ND FLOOR, INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERS BUILDING, 2, BAHADUR SHAH ZAFAR MARG, NEW DELHI-110002
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A SOCIETY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE SOCIETIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/1997
To be associated with:
3106842
DELHI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD;
COLORANTS; MORDANTS; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR
PAINTERS,DECORATORS, PRINTERS AND ARTISTS.
3126094   15/12/2015
MOHD. IRFAN trading as ;LAKHDANA SUPER PAINT
B-7, T/F HAZI COLONY, GAFFAR MANJIL-II, JAMIA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110025
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PAINTS, LACQUERS, VARNISHES, ( NOT BEING INSULATING VARNISHES), UNDERCOATS FOR PAINTS IN FORM OF PRIMER, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND DETERIORATION, NAMELY LAKHDANA
3131519    21/12/2015
PRAMOD PATHAK.
trading as ;MULTICHEM INDUSTRIES
302-B, MATOSHREE PARK CO-OP. HSG, SOC. LTD., UDAYSREE ROAD, BHANDUP VILLAGE, BHANDUP (EAST),
MUMBAI-400042, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Used Since :09/04/2009

MUMBAI
PAINTS, COATINGS AND ENAMELS, ALL IN THE NATURE OF PAINTS, VARNISHES (OTHER THAN INSULATING
VARNSH), INCLUDING WATERPROOF, ANTI-CORROSION, INTUMESCENT PAINT, WOOD STAIN, PRIMERS, SEALERS,
ELEMENTS FOR USE IN DECORATION AND PROTECTION, SEALANTS INCLUDING COLOURING MATTERS, ACRYLIC,
POLYURETHANE, EPOXY, RESINS OR OTHER POLYMER BASED PAINTS, PATCHING PUTTY, ANTI-FOULING
COMPOSITION USING INGREDIENT FALLING IN CLASS 2.
3135166  07/12/2015
THE TRAVANCORE CEMENTS LIMITED
trading as :THE TRAVANCORE CEMENTS LIMITED
NATTAKOM, KOTTAYAM-686 013. KERALA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :01/10/1977
To be associated with:
3135040
CHENNAI
CEMENT PAINT
3142169  30/12/2015
ASHISH GUPTA
B-12 PINK APPARTMENT, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI 110063
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Used Since :01/01/2005
DELHI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD;
COLORANTS; MORDANTS; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS,
DECORATORS, PRINTERS AND ARTISTS INK (PRINTING), THINNERS FOR LACQUERS, PIGMENTS .
L2L

3145028 30/12/2015
JAIPUR POLYMERS PRIVATE LIMITED
A-85, ROAD NO. 9, V.K.I AREA, JAIPUR - 302013 (RAJASTHAN) INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJEEV JAIN
17, BHARAT MATA PATH, JAMNA LAL BAJAJ MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - 302 001- RAJASTHAN

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD, COLORANTS, MORDENTS, RAW NATURAL RESINS, METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS, DECORATORS, PRINTERS AND ARTISTS WHICH ARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 2
3154715  09/01/2016
MR. KASHISH KHARAKIA.
MR. NITIN JAIN.
trading as : OZELL COONER PAINTS.
42, 2ND FLOOR, CLUB ROAD, WEST PUNJABI BAGH, DELHI-110026, INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since : 01/12/2015

DELHI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, WOOD COATINGS, DECORATIVE, AND ARTISTS PAINTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 2.
3154833  10/01/2016
M/S. VIVACIOUS PHARMATEX PVT. LTD.
K-36, ADDITIONAL AMBERNATH MIDC, ANAND NAGAR, AMBERNATH EAST, MAHARASHTRA
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Paints, varnishes, lacquers, preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood, colorants, mordents, raw natural resins, metals in foil and powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists
RAM RATNA RESEARCH & HOLDINGS PVT. LTD.,
CHATTERJEE INTERNATIONAL CENTER, 17TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 5, 33, J.N. ROAD, KOLKATA 700071.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT & TRADER
(AN INDIAN COMPANY).
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
M/s IPR House, Advocates 89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248,
HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

PAINTS, DYESTUFFS, PIGMENTS & EMULSIFIERS FOR PAINTING & INDUSTRIAL COATING APPLICATIONS; LACQUERS,
VARNISHES, METAL, WALL & WOOD FILLERS, PRIMERS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST & DETERIORATION OF
WOODS, THINNERS, DISTEMPERS, ACRYLIC WASHABLE DISTEMPER & DRY COLOURS, COLOURING MATTERS
DYESTUFFS, MORDANTS, NATURAL RESINS, METALS IN FOIL & POWDER FORM FOR DECORATORS, PRINTERS &
ARTISTS; SPECIALTY CHEMICALS; PIGMENT DISPERSION AGENTS, ZING AGENT, PEARLING, MASKING, ANTI-
CORROSION AGENTS & SOFTENING AGENT, SOLUBILISER, WAXES, POLISHES, HERBICIDES, EMULSIFIER USED IN
PHARMA, COSMETICS, HEALTHCARE, TEXTILE, LEATHER, PAINT, FOOD, SOAP & DETERGENT, PETROLEUM & ECO-
FRIENDLY APPLICATIONS; WATER SOLUBLE EMULSIFIERS & COPOLYMERS, SOLID WAXY EMULSIFIER, WETTING
AGENTS FOR PAINTS & COATING APPLICATIONS, ANTI-FOAM, FOAM SUPPRESSANT, ANTI-SETTING AGENT,
POWERFUL DISPERSING AGENT & EXPENSIVE PIGMENTS FOR SPECIAL PAINTS & COATING APPLICATIONS;
ORGANIC NEUTRALIZING AGENT, CROSS LINKING AGENT FOR PU COATING; WELDING CHEMICALS; TEXTILE
PROCESSING CHEMICALS INCLUDING PRETREATMENT CHEMICALS, DYEING AUXILIARIES; PRINTING CHEMICAL,
FINISHING AGENTS & VARIETY OF PAINTS, THINNER, TINTER, PIGMENT & COLORANT PREPARATIONS; OTHER
CHEMICAL COMPOSITIONS, COMBINATIONS THEREOF BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 2.
SARVASAMPANN GROUP

3156022  11/01/2016

UTKARSH DINISHBHAI PATEL
39/Shastri Nagar Banglows, Opp.Ramji Mandir, Near Mahila ITI, Sachin, Surat-394230, Gujarat

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C.M.ANKOLERKAR, ADVOCATE
C-443, B.G.TOWERS, OUT SIDE DELHI GATE, SHAHIBAUG ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 004

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD,
COLORANTS, MORDANTS, RAW NATURAL RESINS, METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS,
DECORATORS, PRINTERS AND ARTISTS.
3157055  12/01/2016
HIMANSHU SAWHNEY
D-47/B, VIJAY NAGAR, DELHI-110009
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Used Since :25/12/2015
DELHI
PAINTS
3159408  14/01/2016
RAKESH DHANRAJ SONIGARA
SECTOR NO-585, PLOT NO-29, MARIGOLD BUILDING, FLAT NO-302, 3RD FLOOR, SALISBURY, BIBWEWADI, PUNE-411037, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/01/1956
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD; COLORANTS; MORDENTS; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS; DECORATORS; PrintERS AND ARTISTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 02.
3164489  21/01/2016
MITSHI INDIA LIMITED
2, JUHU ARADHNA CHS LTD., BARFIWALANI JUHU LANE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 058.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS.
(A LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT. 1956)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, 1IND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050
Used Since :01/01/1990
MUMBAI
PAINTS, PRIMERS, ENAMELS, EMULSIONS, DISTEMPERS, WATER PROOFING COMPOUNDS, WATER PROOFING CEMENT, PUTTIES, THINNERS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD; COLORANTS; MORDENTS; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS; DECORATORS; PRINTERS AND ARTISTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 02.
3164490    21/01/2016
MITSHI INDIA LIMITED
2, JUHU ARADHNA CHS LTD., BARFIWALANI JUHU LANE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 058.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS.
(A LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT. 1956)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, HIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050
Used Since :09/11/2015
MUMBAI
PAINTS, PRIMERS, ENAMELS, EMULSIONS, DISTEMPERs, WATER PROOFING COMPOUNDS, WATER PROOFING CEMENT, PUTTIES, THINNERs, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD; COLORANTS; MORDENTS; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS; DECORATORS; PRINTERS AND ARTISTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 02.
ADELA

3165051    21/01/2016
MR. SATPAL BANSAL, PROPRIETOR
BK-101, 1ST FLOOR, SHALIMAR BAGH WEST, DELHI-110088
TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARORA AND ARORA
7, FIRST FLOOR, NEHRU NAGAR MARKET, NEW DELHI-110065

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants; mordents; raw natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters; decorators; printers and artists
3165314  21/01/2016
HITESH VELJI PATEL
trading as ;Milan Stationers And Printers
Shop No.11, Manora Amdar Niwas, Gr.Flr., Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400021
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :01/01/2016
MUMBAI
Toner cartridges.
HERBALICA
3165352  21/01/2016

NISHI AGRAWAL
trading as ;R. B. HERBAL COLOUR & GULAL
GURIHA WALA PECH, HATHRAS-204101 (U.P)
Manufacturer & Merchant
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU,
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH , NEW DELHI-110005

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COLOURS, DYES, COLOUR AND DYE CONCENTRATE, PAINTS, EMULSIONS, PIGMENTS, DISTEMPERS, CEMENT BASED
WATERPROOF PAINTS AND COATINGS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND DETERIORATION OF WOOD,
COLOURING MATTERS, DYESTUFFS, MORDANTS, RESINS, METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS AND
DECORATORS.
3175145    03/02/2016
KANSAI NEROLAC PAINTS LIMITED
NEROLAC HOUSE, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1913

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
3295, 188444, 188444, 292460, 492221, 672265, 672266, 841937, 1329672, 1329673, 1463957, 1679425, 1711823, 2041640, 2041641, 2062431

MUMBAI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD, COLORANTS, MORDENTS, RAW NATURAL RESINS, METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS, DECORATORS, PRINTERS AND ARTISTS
RAKESH KUMAR
trading as : PURAN'S
WZ-176, UTTAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110059.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. M. GUPTA & CO.
262, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, CRIMINAL SIDE, TIS HAZARI COURT, DELHI - 110 054.
Used Since : 01/01/2005

DELHI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD,
COLORANTS, MORDENTS, RAW NATURAL RESINS, METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS ALL BEING
GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 2.
3176568  03/02/2016
ASIAN PAINTS LIMITED
ASIAN PAINTS HOUSE, 6/A, SHANTINAGAR INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, VAKOLA PIPELINE LANE, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400055
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED IN INDIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
QUEST IP
122/104, SILVER OAKS APARTMENTS, DLF PH-1, GURGAON - 122 002
Used Since :31/01/2008
MUMBAI
PAINTS, LACQUERS, STAINS, VARNISHES (NOT BEING INSULATING VARNISHES) METAL, WALL AND WOOD FILLERS (PUTTIES), UNDERCOATS FOR PAINTS IN THE FORM OF PRIMERS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND DETERIORATION OF WOODS, THINNERS, DISTEMPERS, ACRYLIC WASHABLE DISTEMPER AND DRY COLOURS, COLORING MATTERS (NOT FOR LAUNDRY OR TOILET PURPOSES) DYESTUFFS, (NOT FOR TOILET PURPOSES), MORDANTS, NATURAL RESINS, METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS AND DECORATORS.
3176569 03/02/2016

ASIAN PAINTS LIMITED
ASIAN PAINTS HOUSE, 6/A, SHANTINAGAR INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, VAKOLA PIPELINE LANE, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400055
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED IN INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
QUEST IP
122/104, SILVER OAKS APARTMENTS, DLF PH-1, GURGAON - 122 002
Used Since :30/04/2007

MUMBAI

PAINTS, LACQUERS, STAINS, VARNISHES (NOT BEING INSULATING VARNISHES) METAL, WALL AND WOOD FILLERS (PUTTIES), UNDERCOATS FOR PAINTS IN THE FORM OF PRIMERS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND DETERIORATION OF WOODS, THINNERS, DISTEMPERS, ACRYLIC WASHABLE DISTEMPER AND DRY COLOURS, COLORING MATTERS (NOT FOR LAUNDRY OR TOILET PURPOSES) DYESTUFFS, (NOT FOR TOILET PURPOSES), MORDANTS, NATURAL RESINS, METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS AND DECORATORS.
BHARAT B. GUPTA
trading as ;JEPIKA PAINTS
8, WHITE CHURCH COLONY, INDORE-452001 (M.P.)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN INHABITANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HETAL SHAH & ASSOCIATES.
5, NAVSWROOP SOCIETY, NEAR PARLE COLLEGE, VILE PARLE (E), MUMBAI-400 057.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND DETERIORATION OF WOOD, COLOURING MATTERS, DYE STUFFS, ENAMELS, DISTEMPERS, THINNERS, STAINERS, EMULSIONS IN THE NATURE OF PAINTS, LUMINOUS PAINTS, POWDER PAINTS, RUBBER PAINTS, TEXTURED PAINTS
HYBIRD
3178044  06/02/2016  
SH. VIPIN JAIN.
trading as :RATTAN PAINTS & CHEMICALS.
339/3A/3D, GALI NO.-5, SHALIMAR PARK EXTN., SHAHDARA, DELHI-110032, INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/01/2016
DELHI
Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants; mordants; raw natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists.
3178893  05/02/2016
HITECH SPECIALITIES SOLUTIONS LIMITED
trading as ;HITECH SPECIALITIES SOLUTIONS LIMITED
Unit No. 201/203, 2nd Floor, Welspun House, Kamala City, Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel (W), Mumbai – 400013, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :19/11/2011
MUMBAI
ANTI-CORROSIVES AND ANTI-CORROSIVE PREPARATIONS; ANTI-CORROSIVE CONCRETE PENETRATING CORROSION INHIBITORS AND ADMIXTURES; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD AND METAL; METAL PRESERVATIVES; NATURAL RESINS; COATING (ENAMEL); COLOURING MATTERS, DYES, PAINTS, PIGMENTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS, LUBRICANTS, POWDER COATING; SYNTHETIC ENAMEL PAINTS; WATERPROOF COATINGS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS, DECORATORS, PRINTERS, ARTISTS; BONDING AGENTS FOR PAINTS AND LACQUERS; COATING MATERIALS FOR PROTECTION OF SURFACES; PRINTING INKS.
MEMBER'S MARK

3179383  08/02/2016

WAL-MART STORES, INC.
702 S.W. 8TH STREET, BENTONVILLE, 72716 ARKANSAS 72716, U.S.A.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHRI & SALHOTRA
PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD; COLORANTS; MORDANTS; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS, DECORATORS, PRINTERS AND ARTISTS; INK CARTRIDGES FOR PRINTERS (FILLED); INK FOR MULTIFUNCTION ELECTRONIC DEVICES FOR USE IN COPYING, PRINTING, SCANNING, VIDEO CAPTURE OR TRANSMITTING DOCUMENTS AND IMAGES; THINNERS FOR PAINTS; THICKENERS FOR PAINTS; TONER CARTRIDGES; VARNISHES; LACQUERS.
WEATHER MASTER
3180838  09/02/2016
GAUTAM MEHTA
trading as ;M/S. VARDHAMAN PAINTS
OPP. CANOSSA CONVENT HIGH SCHOOL, 80 FEET ROAD, DHULE-424001, MAHARASHTRA
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :16/12/2015
MUMBAI
Paints
DR. JOLLYMONT

3188758    17/02/2016
VIJAY KUMAR KHATTRI S/O LATE SHRI RAM CHAND KHATTRI
trading as ;Vijay Kumar Khattri S/o Late Shri Ram Chand Khattri
20, Vasant Kunj, Behind T.P. Nagar, Meerut, U.P., (India)
Manufacturer and Trading

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P., M-
09871034747, 09990034747
Used Since :20/01/2016

DELHI
Paints, lacquers, Distempers, Varnishes, Primer, Copal varnish, Thinners and Thickeners for paints, Whitewash, Ceramic paints, Chemicalproof paints, Weatherproofing coatings [paints], Textured additives for paint, Synthetic resin paints, Drying agents for paints and putties, Colorants for liqueurs, Fixatives for watercolors & Malt colorants
3189045  17/02/2016
GURPREET SINGH BAKSHI
trading as : BROADWAY COATING INDUSTRIES
84/1, FACTORY AREA, FAZALGANJ, KANPUR 208012
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS & TRADERS
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP SHRIDHAR
111, Chandralok Complex, Birhana Road, Kanpur, 208001, U.P.
Used Since : 04/01/2006
DELHI
PAINTS, ENAMELS, PRIMERS, POWDER PAINTS AND DRY PAINTS, ACRYLIC PAINTS AND EMULSION, GUM RESINS, THINNERS.
3189047 17/02/2016
GURPREET SINGH BAKSHI
trading as ; BROADWAY COATING INDUSTRIES
84/1, FACTORY AREA, FAZALGANJ, KANPUR 208012
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS & TRADERS
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP SHRIDHAR
111, Chandralok Complex, Birhana Road, Kanpur, 208001, U.P.
Used Since : 08/02/2006

DELHI
PAINTS, ENAMELS, PRIMERS, POWDER PAINTS AND DRY PAINTS, ACRYLIC PAINTS AND EMULSION, GUM RESINS, THINNERS.
GURPREET SINGH BAKSHI
trading as ;BROADWAY COATING INDUSTRIES
84/1, FACTORY AREA, FAZALGANJ, KANPUR 208012
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS AND TRADERS
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP SHRIDHAR
111, Chandralok Complex, Birhana Road, Kanpur, 208001, U.P.
Used Since :08/02/2006

DELHI
PAINTS, ENAMELS, PRIMERS, POWDER PAINTS AND DRY PAINTS, ACRYLIC PAINTS AND EMULSION, GUM RESINS, THINNERS.
3193317 24/02/2016
ASHOK KUMAR SONI
trading as : A.G.PRODUCTS
7, L.I.G. HOUSING BOARD COLONY, NERIAL KHERA, BHOPAL - 462 038 (M.P.)
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :01/04/1987
MUMBAI
DYES, DRY DISTEMPER, LIME COLOUR, DRY COLOUR AND OIL BOUND COLOUR.
3194245    25/02/2016
SANJAY BAKHRI
BM-155, WEST SHALIMAR BAGH, DELHI-110088.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Used Since :24/02/2016
DELHI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOODS;
COLORANTS; MORDENTS; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS;
DECORATORS; PRINTERS AND ARTISTS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1762, 12/09/2016 Class 2

3198774 01/03/2016
INDOKEM LIMITED
PLOT NO. 410/411, KHATAU HOUSE, GROUND FLOOR, MOGUL LANE, MAHIM (WEST), MUMBAI-400016
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/01/2015
To be associated with:
481362
MUMBAI
TEXTILE DYES INCLUDED IN CLASS 2
3198775  01/03/2016

INDOLEM LIMITED
PLOT NO. 410/411, KHATAU HOUSE, GROUND FLOOR, MOGUL LANE, MAHIM (WEST), MUMBAI-400016
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/01/2015

MUMBAI
TEXTILE DYES INCLUDED IN CLASS 2
3198776    01/03/2016
INDOKEM LIMITED
PLOT NO. 410/411, KHATAU HOUSE, GROUND FLOOR, MOGUL LANE, MAHIM (WEST), MUMBAI-400016
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/01/2015
MUMBAI
TEXTILE DYES INCLUDED IN CLASS 2